
Clean, shampoo, and/or 
condition hair, without any 

styling, hairspray, or 
additional hair products.

Gather hair at the nape of the 
neck. Create a ponytail with 

an elastic band

Measure the length of the 
ponytail from the elastic 
band to the tips, making 
sure it’s at least 8 inches 

long.

Place the ponytail, kept 
intact with the elastic band, 

in a zipper-lock bag and seal 
tightly.

Cut the hair just above the 
elastic band so that the 

elastic band remains on the 
ponytail after cutting and 
keeps cut hair together.

l o v e l y l o c k s . o r g

I've been serving CFOs and CEOs since 2011 with enthusiasm 

 and 21st century mindset and tools

Digitizes critical business, automatizes 
processes, implements/upgrades BI tools 
Defines, prioritizes and implements strategy
Faces leadership and managerial challenges: 
More and more other functions reporting to you 
and expecting guidance, decisions and time from 
you
Handles organizational transformation (growing 
or downsizing) 
Still handles all classical finance functions......etc

"Two in three CFOs say their companies do not yet have the 
capabilities for agile decision making, scenario planning, and 

decentralized decision making they’ll need to be competitive in the 
coming years" McKinsey survey Dec 2016 

Example of missions I have performed and subjects I can help you with:

Some happy clients

Mr/Mrs CFO 
today's challenges

Looks like you could NEED, WANT and DESERVE 
 some temporary help to get some of these projects going ! 

Implemented and 
monitored company's 

strategy implementation 
process

Successfully merged 
finance teams in 

restructuring context

Enhanced Finance 
department performance: 

process review & 
automation, reporting 
implementation and 

enhancement, BI tool 
implementation

Improved team cohesion, 
relationship to other 

departments and 
communication. 

Enhanced pleasure at 
work while maintaining 

high standards

You want to

http://virginiebergeron.strikingly.com/

know more 
 about me

know how interim 
management can make a 

difference for your business

download my 
resume
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